
Thursday 11th February 2021
Daily Overview 

1 hour   Phonics & Lexia
1 hour   English 

Morning Break 

1 hour   Maths
Lunch Break  

1 hour   R.E.
30 minutes Mindfulness yoga & 
drawing
30 minutes    French 

ACTIVITY SHEETS ONLY 



Thursday’s Reading Activities: Orange and Yellow Groups



Thursday’s Reading Activities: Orange and Yellow Groups



Thursday’s Reading Activities: Blue and Green Groups



Thursday’s Reading Activities: Blue and Green Groups



Thursday’s Handwriting 1:2: Orange, Yellow, Blue and Green Groups



Thursday’s Handwriting 2:2: Orange, Yellow , Blue and Green Groups



Here are some spellings to practise.

television
treasure

usual
division
vision

pleasure
measure
occasion
usually
leisure

Work hard to learn 
them and the rule we 
have looked at today.



Thursday’s English Activities: Orange, Yellow Blue and Green Groups





1) How many people prefer pepperoni pizza? ____

2) How many more people chose cheese than 
tuna? ____

3) How many people took part in the survey? ____
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tuna ham pepperoni

Favourite pizza topping 

cheese



What does this pictogram tell you?

Here is a pictogram to show the number of people 
visiting an art gallery.



What do you think? Is she correct? _______________________
Why? Why not? ___________________________________

I scored the same number of points 
in tennis and basketball because my 

bars are the same size.



1. Who scored the same number of points in both 
games?

2. How many more points did Amir score in tennis than 
basketball? Amir scored ______ more points in tennis than 

basketball.

______ scored the same number of points in both 
games









Use the data 
from the 
tally chart on 
the page 
before this 
one to draw 
your bar 
chart









Look at the bar chart on the previous page. Look closely at the scales and find the 
totals of  how many gold medals each country won





Reasoning & Problem solving 1



Reasoning & Problem solving 2

I think ______________ is correct 
because 
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________





French

WALT: understand and say the names of the 
months in French.


